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February 7, 2012
Ana Drakic
AOTR
USAID/Montenegro
RE:

NDI Comments on Montenegro Legislative Strengthening and Political Party
Program--Performance Evaluation

Dear Ana:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above-referenced evaluation report, which was
received by NDI on December 28, 2011. The report’s content is largely consistent with findings
presented in NDI final reports on grants that span the timeframe covered by the evaluation. The
Institute appreciates the evaluation team’s outreach to relevant NDI staff in Washington, D.C.,
Montenegro, and elsewhere.
Please find below NDI’s general comments, as well as specific feedback concerning several of
the report’s core components: elections, political party development, parliamentary
strengthening, and country director tenure.
General Comments
The timespan covered in the evaluation report starts in 2002 and proceeds into 2011,
covering programs conducted through several successive cooperative agreements under
CEPPS 1 and CEPPS 2 (the Consortium for Elections and Political Process
Strengthening)1. It is challenging to ascertain, assess, and analyze the breadth and depth
of continuous democracy programming for such a lengthy period. The evaluation team
should be commended for its thorough review.
NDI wishes to highlight the report’s finding 4.7 (pp. 19-20) recommending that political
party and election assistance on the one hand, and parliamentary development on the
other, be combined under one implementing agency. NDI concurs with this finding, with
one caveat articulated below. Based on its experience in Montenegro, in addition to
highly charged political environments seen elsewhere in the Balkans, such as in BosniaHerzegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia, and Serbia, NDI would assert that it is neither possible
nor desirable to separate a “technical” approach to the institutional development of
parliament from a “political” approach to political party development and elections.
1

NDI programming in Montenegro began in 1997 with USAID and National Endowment for Democracy funding.
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Parliamentary strengthening, political party development, and election assistance are
invariably inter-related. Engaging on development issues in one area naturally spills into
the other two in a myriad of ways. Understanding the linkages among them—how
political parties build their policy/governance capacity through their parliamentary
caucus, how election monitoring groups engage both parties and parliament on reform
initiatives that improve the next election cycle, and how parliament’s institutional
oversight of the executive branch necessarily involves governing/opposition politics—has
been a key ingredient to the relationships that NDI enjoyed with its Montenegrin partners.
NDI’s engagement with political parties and on elections have provided constructive
pathways into legislatures, where the Institute’s established standing with parliamentary
leaders and members of parliament, derived from its work with political parties and on
elections processes, has enabled it to undertake a holistic assistance effort combining
political, legislative, and institutional development. This approach holds that parliament
performs multiple roles as a governing, legislative, and political body, and, unlike
virtually all other government institutions, is pluralist in character.
Conversely, an implementer of a strictly technical assistance program for parliament
would find it hard to extend itself into political party and/or election work. A technical
approach to parliament, in taking on administrative or budgetary issues for example, does
not enable the implementer to construct relationships with political actors in the
parliament that lend themselves easily to politically sensitive undertakings, either inside
or outside of the building.
The evaluation team’s methodology appears to be quite sound overall. However, given
the relatively small size of the country, travel to localities other than Podgorica, Bar, and
Niksic, to speak with more of the hundreds of individuals that came into contact with
NDI as program beneficiaries would have been advisable to establish a fuller perspective
of the scope that NDI achieved in its programming. Montenegro’s small size afforded a
unique opportunity for ‘retail democracy assistance’, of which the Institute made ample
use in supplementing its formal assistance to political and civic bodies with considerable,
informal outreach to many people, whether they participated in institutional politics or
not.
Some of the individuals listed as among those interviewed by the evaluation team do not
carry formal political affiliations, but nevertheless hold strong partisan views which,
whether disclosed or not, might have influenced certain particular findings offered in the
evaluation report. The evaluation team might have enhanced its understanding of
Montenegro’s political scene by interviewing other, formally independent intellectuals
with more balanced perspectives.
The report states on page 5, as a general conclusion: The central paradox of NDI’s
program in Montenegro is that, although by most measurements the program was
successful, it did not help the country make more significant democratic advances during
the later years of the program when, according to Freedom House and others,
democracy in Montenegro was mostly stagnant. On balance, this calls into question the
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long-term impact of what remains an impressive and well-executed program. The report
goes on to note that, were NDI to have continued its presence in Montenegro, it could
have shifted its institutional development focus to accountability, participation, and
representation, and thereby contribute to long-term impact.
The above implicates two assistance themes—institutional development in and of itself,
and the fostering of qualitative characteristics that make those institutions democratic
(e.g., accountability, participation, and representation). In the Montenegrin context, much
of NDI’s assistance was, in our estimation, necessarily and correctly devoted to building
governing/legislative, political, and civic institutions in a country not only transitioning
from communism to democracy but also from republic status within a federation to
sovereign independence.
Institutions, after all, are where democratic practice is housed; accordingly, institutional
integrity in any political system is a pre-requisite of democratic practice. But it is also the
case that proactive attention must be paid to the adoption of democratic practice as
institutions are being developed. As a democracy organization, NDI views its role not
only in helping to construct political institutions from a technical or organizational
perspective, but doing so in a manner emphasizing democratic practice--both as concerns
how these organizations, whether it be parliament, political parties, or election
monitoring groups, function unilaterally, and how they interact and in so doing create
open and dynamic linkages between them.
Accordingly, NDI took pains to ensure that democratic practice was part of its institution
building/strengthening. For example, NDI’s assistance on parliamentary rules of
procedure not only focused on the functionality of the rules from legislative and
organizational standpoints, but also in terms of how to support the development of a
constructive, loyal opposition within parliament, such that the substantial percentage of
citizens who voted for opposition parties could find meaningful political representation in
the legislature.
Moreover, many of the democratic practices associated with NDI institution-building
efforts over the past decade--such as legislative public hearings, featuring NGO
participation and ministerial testimony--are increasingly manifest in parliament well after
NDI undertook its assistance efforts. Perusing contemporary reports on parliamentary
activity, among them a series of publications by the Center for Democratic Transition
(CDT), or parliament’s own website (developed with NDI assistance as an
outreach/informational tool) indicates a plethora of legislative hearings and other
legislative activity that was not as evident during the program timeframe, but, since
introduced by NDI, are becoming embedded legislative practice. NDI’s institutional
development assistance of parliament laid a foundation for democratic practice to be
adopted on a sustainable basis.
It is important to recognize the natural trajectory of Montenegro’s transition in
considering the report’s finding that democratic advances after independence have been
few. The period between Djukanovic’s 1997 break with Milosevic and the country’s
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independence in 2006 might be considered as a growth cycle of democratic development,
in which Montenegro’s commitment to building democratic political institutions was
unambiguous. Following independence, it would appear as if democratic development
slowed, or perhaps better stated “plateaued”, in that much of the institutional
development elements were completed, and the arguably harder, more challenging work
of rooting out corruption, fostering participation in politics, and bringing transparency
and accountability to governance became central to the democracy agenda. Much in this
regard has in fact been accomplished, if belatedly, as many of the dividends of NDI
assistance are being realized at present, as noted above. The norms and standards related
to accountability and transparency that NDI presented to the country’s political class a
few years ago are now increasingly recognized as standard democratic practice.
In alluding to the need for continued assistance of the kind that NDI provides, the report
implicitly raises the question of when, across the arc of a country’s democratic transition,
such assistance should be ended. Arguably, democracy assistance is continually needed,
as one considers recent democratic reversals, and consequent political and economic
instability, in a country like Hungary, where a confident and speedy transition during the
1990s belied strong political and historical undercurrents of anti-democratic behavior that
are now coming forward in disquieting ways. Ultimately, one has to ask if a country has a
sufficient foundation of pluralist institutions, legal frameworks to protect those
institutions, and participatory politics, as measured, inter alia, by sufficient access to
political decision-making by civil society, through parliament, the media, etc., to correct
democratic deficiencies on its own, without need of external assistance.
Montenegro’s democratic transition has been, from a general perspective and by
comparative consideration, a successful endeavor, although significant institutional,
political, and resource challenges continue to frustrate or slow progress, as the evaluation
report notes. NDI’s support of Montenegro’s democratic transition, to the extent that it
has realized success, has been based on due consideration of the following:
A strong partisan divide over abiding existential issues, chiefly though not uniquely
concerning independence, meant that NDI had to maintain balanced relations with all
moderate political forces, serving as good offices to all;
The country’s small size signaled a propensity to informal politics between people
who know each other either directly or through personal networks. Grafting, as it
were, a more institutionalized or formal politics on top of informal associational
politics in a culturally sensitive manner proved a difficult but surmountable
challenge; and
The Institute developed a judicious, respectful public profile through which it could
promote public understanding of democratic standards and practices without being
seen to lead or guide the domestic course of events.
Specific Comments – Elections
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The report notes advancements made in democratic elections through nonpartisan election
monitoring introduced by NDI and housed in several civic organizations, among them the
Institute’s main partner, the Center for Democratic Transition, which played a critical role in
instilling public confidence in the highly charged 2006 referendum on independence, given the
narrow margin of victory in favor of independence. The report advocates continued election
monitoring support to supervise such practices as the use of state resources for partisan activity.
NDI concurs with this recommendation.
One finding on page 18--…elections remain a problem in Montenegro and have resulted in a
political system dominated by one political party—is deserving of consideration. Montenegro
has experienced election problems that have held the country back from full compliance with
international standards, but one cannot say that the conduct of elections, which has been the
focus of NDI’s work is this component, has itself produced single-party dominance. Despite
problems noted by CDT and others in election processes, none has risen to a level to call into
question overall results. The sources of single-party dominance in Montenegro can be found
elsewhere—the will of the voter, a weak opposition—than necessarily in the election process
itself.
The notion offered on page 19 that tensions between CDT and another organization engaged in
election monitoring, CEMI, likely complicated efforts to improve elections during this period
does not carry supporting evidence or analysis. Tensions between such groups, whether traced to
funding, public profile, or leadership, are not uncommon. That both organizations concurrently
engaged in observing an election process that incorporates a myriad of legal, political,
institutional, financial, and social components, and applied accepted international standards in
doing so, can be construed as advantageous since it gives citizens unused to democratic franchise
more than one source of unbiased assessment of what is, after all, a complex process.
Specific Comments – Political Party Development
NDI appreciates the report’s generally positive depiction of its political party programming in
Montenegro, to which the Institute applied many of its institutional resources and from which it
has learned a great deal for application elsewhere.
The evaluation carries two points of constructive criticism (page 13): one relating to the capacity
of political parties to sustain practices generated by NDI, such as internal communications,
training capacity, and public opinion research; and the second a more general observation that
the Institute’s success in party-building masked an inattention to the party system as a whole, and
contributed inadvertently to the dominance of the DPS and to an insufficient distinction among
the parties.
NDI largely accepts the set of first points. When parties can avail themselves of outside
resources for their internal development, they can prove short-sighted in not incorporating these
practices even as they understand the outside resources to be finite. An implementer should do
what it can to instill in the parties, particularly at the outset of long-term assistance, a
commitment to internalize these practices. But such steps as might be considered, such as
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imposing assistance conditionality on beneficiaries on the basis of the latter’s sustainability
commitments, may be counterproductive.
The second point about party systems is more complicated.
There are, to be sure, development issues related to legal frameworks, public and private
financing, and election systems that, if addressed through party assistance, can contribute
significantly to building a peaceful, competitive, and open political party system. As
noted in the report, NDI neither proposed nor was tasked to engage in system reform-although NDI did much to contribute to fair electoral competition among parties.
The report’s assertion that inattention to party system reform engendered DPS dominance
is not clear and may overestimate party systems as a determinative factor in how political
power is allocated and incumbency sustained. Other political and even economic factors,
such as an impoverished population living in the north of the country, public sector
patronage, a correspondingly weak private sector, and the political credibility of the
opposition, have little if anything to do with party systems and yet are likely to be more
influential.
The report draws out this criticism on page 25: By focusing on political parties, rather
than the political party system, NDI’s program helped create better functioning political
parties but did not address the underlying issues addressing Montenegro’s political party
system. There was little evidence that NDI sought to work with the governing party to
address the issue of one party dominance and the abuses that accompany that kind of
system, or that they worked with opposition parties to think more about the possibility of
building coalitions or holding the governing party more accountable.
This comment underscores a tension inherent in political party assistance as part of a
democratic development program. It is presumably the case, though not always borne out
empirically, that alternation of power produces more democratic politics than does singleparty dominance, even if the latter is derived through legitimate elections, as arguably has
been the case in Montenegro. And one might construe from this that any given party
presiding over a political system might, as a matter of democratic stewardship, work
toward ending its own political domination. But, as a matter of politics, a political party
exists to gain and remain in power in order to realize the political agenda for which it has
stood. And, as long as it abides by democratic practices and constitutional provisions that
are themselves the result of cross-party agreement, if not public referendum, the
dominant party would be acting in an appropriate manner in seeking to extend its
governing leadership. This is, after all, political practice in the U.S. and in all established
democracies.
To frame the issue, therefore, as engaging a party to reduce or remove its political
dominance—however one might define that term--is folly. To frame the issue, however,
as engaging a party on reducing or removing abuses of power that arise when its
dominance is unchecked is wholly appropriate to democratic goals. NDI did exactly that,
largely though not exclusively through its support to parliament as a separate branch of
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government endowed with oversight capacity. But the political incentive for the dominant
party in Montenegro to conform to democratic demands for accountability was minimal
to nonexistent, in large part because it faced little to no threat from the political
opposition, nor for that matter from a citizenry which, though critical of government
transgression, repeatedly showed itself to be disinclined prepared to make a political
change. As to the opposition, NDI attempted on many occasions, during election and
non-election periods alike, to foster a stronger set of opposition alternatives to the ruling
party. But the political fissures among them over deep-seated issues of independence and
ethnicity proved insurmountable during the timeframe of NDI programming. That said,
party politics is inherently dynamic, and one should not assume that the present political
alignment will continue indefinitely.
Specific Comments – Parliamentary Development
The evaluation report (page 2) offers the following as NDI’s central objective concerning
parliamentary development: to develop an independent and representative parliament that
exercises appropriate oversight over the executive branch. The report notes, as a general
statement, that NDI’s work is responsible for strengthening the institution of parliament in its
role as an actor in the governance of the country, specifically citing technical assistance to
improve the legislative skills of staff, as well as timely and well-conceived study missions to
accelerate specific institutional and legislative reforms.
NDI appreciates the statement: To say that NDI was an integral factor in creating the
Montenegrin parliament would not be an exaggeration. The report at times may be overly
praiseworthy in conferring upon NDI a higher degree of ownership over specific components,
such as establishing parliament’s committee system, than is warranted.
The report notes that NDI did not “exploit parliament’s role fully”: Due to the inward focus of
the programming on the machinery of parliament, the opportunity for parliament to emerge as
an engine of greater democratization was not sufficiently exploited (page 2). The report
subsequently mentions what the evaluation team sees as parliament’s isolation from constituents
and its inability to exercise sufficient oversight of the executive branch (page 14).
Given Montenegro’s power asymmetry between the DPS and a fractured opposition,
parliament’s ability to be a driving force behind the country’s democratic transition was both
critical from an institutional standpoint and frustrated from a political perspective. Drawing on
strong parliamentary majorities, DPS was able to stymie meaningful scrutiny by parliament over
government actions, and indeed exercised a bureaucratic level of control over parliament that
brought into question the latter’s constitutional prerogative of serving as separate branch of
government.
That said, there are several points to offer as rebuttal to this finding:
The first is that parliament is increasingly exercising its oversight and legislative roles, as
has been mentioned, despite no significant shift in political power. Such external factors
such as demands of European Union accession may be presently incentivizing actions
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that NDI advocated for during its programming, although, as noted below, the evaluation
report allows that EU accession may also carry an inadvertent democracy cost.
The second is that parliament’s human and capital resources are increasing—something
that NDI advocated for in a public report following independence in 2006—to become
comparable to other legislatures in the region, if not EU-wide norms. For many years
during NDI’s program, the ratio of MPs to staff was negative in that, remarkably, MPs
outnumbered staff.
The third concerns constituent outreach. While it is true that the parliament does not have
a formal system for MP outreach, Montenegro’s small size and consequent informal
political culture means that many members of parliament undertake significant outreach
to constituents—although, absent a more formal system advocated by NDI, not all
citizens may be duly informed or comfortable in seeking members of parliament out.
Further, parliament as an institution has developed a stronger public profile, through its
website, group tours, informational brochures—all attributable to NDI assistance--to
provide Montenegro’s 650,000 citizens with an understanding of parliament’s role in the
political and governing system and its particular functions. Thus, it would not be fully
correct, in NDI’s estimation, to find that the NDI did not meet the state objective of:
Parliament inform(ing) the public of its activity...and Committees to reach out to the
public...and to educate and inform them of committee’s work.
Finally, as the report itself notes on page 21: …much of parliament’s work focuses on
aligning Montenegro’s laws and regulations with that of the EU. While obviously very
important, the nature of this work is highly technical. This increases the “disconnect”
between the parliament and the population it represents and increases the risk that there
will be little substantive debate in which citizens or civil society groups are involved.
Specific Comments – Country Director Tenure
The report extols the talents and leadership of NDI’s long-serving country director, while also
raising questions about the wisdom of having a single individual, no matter the person in
question, hold that position for a decade. Among the risks inherent in such a lengthy tenure are
that organizational relationships and trust can become intensely personalized and thus highly
elastic to changes in personnel, and that a long-term tenure can inadvertently stymie fresh
thinking on innovative programming.
NDI would suggest that impact of a lengthy tenure be considered on a case-by-case basis, and
from the perspective of cost-benefit analysis. In the case of Montenegro, the benefits of having a
tenured Country Director are documented in the report. The report’s stated costs of a lengthy
tenure in our view do not bear themselves out. First, a number of institutional procedures, from
monthly reporting to regular in-country visits, are in place to ensure that the actions and
directions of a country director reflect NDI institutional prerogatives, and we would hold this to
be the case in Montenegro. Second, NDI took on a number of innovative programs in the country
director’s latter period of tenure—largely at her initiative--from a first-of-its-kind public study of
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the parliament’s institutional development needs over a five-year period2, to a groundbreaking
publication that laid bare the political, institutional, and legal barriers to meaningful government
accountability and transparency3. This latter report, it should be noted, was not necessarily
welcomed by those wishing to retain executive branch dominance over the political process.
One could posit that the country director’s tenure enabled, rather than impeded, her ability and
willingness to take on projects that openly addressed significant democratic deficiencies; a newer
director might believe himself/herself less informed or equipped to exercise the leadership
needed for such an enterprise.

2

New Challenges for a New Mandate. www.ndi.org/files/2078_yum_finalmonteneg_100106_0.pdf
Transparency and Accountability in the Montenegrin Governance System http://www.ndi.org/node/15604. This
publication was funded by the United Nations Development Programme in a companion grant to NDI’s USAID
cooperative agreement, as it drew principally on original research by NDI leveraged through its relationships with
parliament and political parties.
3
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